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	Build HTML5-powered mobile web experiences with the aid of development frameworks that speed the development of Native App-like experiences. Build on your foundation of HTML and JavaScript with a complete understanding of the different mobile Web browser technologies. You get carefully detailed techniques that are illustrated in full color so you can leverage the Web technologies unique to each mobile browser, apply frameworks such as Sencha Touch to rapidly build out your designs, and design techniques expressly suited for tablet devices. Projects provide hands-on practice and code is provided on the companion website, www.visualizetheweb.com.


	*Analysis of different mobile Web browser technologies *Leveraging Web technologies unique to each mobile browser *Applying frameworks, such as Sencha Touch, JQTouch, jQuery Mobile, and iUI to rapidly build out your designs
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Diagnosis and Surgical Management of Renal TumorsSpringer, 2018

	Renal cell carcinoma (RCC) is the most common primary malignancy of the kidney, with an estimated 64,000 new cases diagnosed each year in the United States. Worldwide, this figure approaches 270,000 annual incident cases. At the time of initial presentation, 80% of patients with RCC will be diagnosed with a tumor localized the kidney. The...
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Review of Medical Physiology (LANGE Basic Science)McGraw-Hill, 2003
In unicellular organisms, all vital processes occur in a single cell. As the  evolution of multicellular organisms has progressed, various cell groups have  taken over particular functions. In humans and other vertebrate animals, the  specialized cell groups include a gastrointestinal system to digest and absorb  food; a respiratory system to take...
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Murach's C# 2010Mike Murach & Associates, 2010

	This is the 2010 edition of Murach's best-selling C# book on developing Windows Forms applications. Here's what developers have said about earlier editions:


	"I have to tell you that your C# book is far and away the best resource I have seen to date. It really does do what the learner needs. It is simple,...
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Learning XMLO'Reilly, 2001
XML's enthusiastic acceptance by the Internet community has opened the door for many sister standards. XML's
new playmates include stylesheets for display and transformation, strong methods for linking resources, tools for
data manipulation and querying, error checking and structure enforcement tools, and a plethora of development...
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Interactive Web-Based Virtual Reality with Java 3D (Premier Reference Source)IGI Global, 2008
With the emergence of the Java 3D API, the creation of high quality 3D animated graphics for Java applications and applets becomes a possibility. With numerous aspects of the business, science, medical, and educational fields implementing this technology, the need for familiarity of Java 3D amplifies.
Interactive Web-Based Virtual...
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Fuzzy Stochastic Multiobjective Programming (International Series in Operations Research & Management Science)Springer, 2011

	Although studies on multiobjective mathematical programming under uncertainty have been accumulated and several books on multiobjective mathematical programming under uncertainty have been published (e.g., Stancu-Minasian (1984); Slowinski and Teghem (1990); Sakawa (1993); Lai and Hwang (1994); Sakawa (2000)), there seems to be no book which...
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